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Mrs. 1970 lives in hundreds of different
houses all over Ireland-because Mrs. 1970 is
a go-ahead modern woman who has already had
oil·fired central heating installed in her home. And
Mrs. 1970 is a woman that women look up to -

Mrs. 1970 has
the leader of fashion, the housewife the neighbours

hundreds o:f di:f:ferent
addresses ...

try to keep up with. That's why every week
that goes by, more and more houseproud housewives
are having oil·fired central hea'ing installed with
the help of the Irish Shell Housewarming Plan.
There is an exception3lly heavy national advertising
campaign behind the Irish Shell Housewarming
scheme and every advertisement features the
Irish Shell Appointed Installer sign, the sign that
has already become synonymous with the ease, the
cleanliness and the comfort that only oil·fired
central heating can bring.

IRISH SHELL

OO@W~~WARMING'
the original schem.e for oil-fired
central heating in the hom.e

IRISH SHELL LIMITED
IRISH SHELL HOUSE
FLEET STREET, DUBLIN 1
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EX-STOCK DELIVERIES OF ALL TY,P£S OF
HEA TING EQUIPMENT ...

-

MP" ACCELERATORS
\ :...:l~~...:T~H~E~S~M~A~L~L~B~O~R:.:::E~SY-S-T-;;~:" RAD-~,U ACCELERATORS
"OPIO
AD" WALLSTRIP
" COPPER
ALVES
RADIATOR <1NTENTS GAUGES
OIL TAEL FUEL OIL FILTERS
" AIRP
INSTALLATION:FOR THE LARGER HEATING U l~
CO VECTOR~, RAYSTRIP
" COPPER;;\D TEAM TRAPS
"VELAN '~VALVES
" VEE-REG
FOR
le OF IRELAND
TS IN TlIE REPUBL
EQUIPME T
SOLE AG~~PPERAD lIEATl~ATING VALVES
• VEE-REG STOP/REG

F
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THE

BRITISH

STEAM

SPECIAL TIES

LTD.

DUBLIN: 33 Leeson Park.

BELFAST: 98 Lisbum Road.

Phone: DUblin 66961/2/3/4.

'Phone: Belfast 28608, 24718.

INVITATION.
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I
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We extend a hearty invitation to our many
friends in the plumbing trade and all those
interested in modern kitchen and bathroom
furniture and fittings to visit our extensive
showrooms.
Compression Joint Fittings - Copper Piping - Pipe Wrap Copper Cylinders - Open Top Tanks - Pressed Steel and Cast
Iron Radiators - Oil Fired and Solid Fuel Boilers - Baths,
Basins, Toilet Sets, Shower Fittings - Mixer Fittings - Stain
less Steel, Enamel Steel, Fire Clay Sinks - Blow Lamps, Solder Bathroom and Kitchen Furniture - Double Compartment Tanks.
For a full comprehensive supply of plumbing materials:

DOCKRELLS

of Georges SI., Dublin

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

--

--------------_--.J
One
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KOl'EX I'UAILE fLUE LINING TUIt

FIT A KOPEX PLIABLE
FLUE LINING TUBE
WHEN INSTALLING OIL OR
GAS FIRED BOILERS
Kopex Flue Lining Tube
ellnllnate
the rl k of nterlor and external vvall
ta n ng, I",prow
draught,
check brlckvvork corro Ion and reduce degree of
conden atlon.

Mo 1 modern dome tic boil rs op 'r 1 at a r latively
low IInc ga tcmpt'ralnr' in ord 'r to btaio ma imUID
dTi il·OCy.
olldeo. ution of llll' producl of ornhll lioo i c n.
('qlll'Olly IInuvoidllhlt· lInd JIllly n' IIll io
'rioll
slllioinR on in id· ood out id' wuU, nJ 0 other
alt('ndonl lrOllhl' .

-me So/uf;/on By fillinp; llH' KOP":, JoIII Lioiop; Tub in th
himnl'y fill(' cOllcl,'n 1I1ion lrouhlc Urt' ovc rc'OIll'.
APPROVED BY LEADING OIL COMPANIES
SlITABI.E 1011 1\\
U 1 ., ." (; J. T I I '110,

TC''''lllic,,1 infurlllIllioll i uvuil."'l 011 upplit'1I1iOIl lo

th ' 1Il1llUlful'lllrc'r ,

UNI-TUBES LIMIT

D

197 Knlghtebrldg ,London, S.W.7
Telephon

: I<N1llhl81>rlClge 7811

'''CUSlD Oll·funD
'Olll~

PLIABLE FLUE LINING TUBE
\

Mod und r e"'i.h 1>01 ne No.,

",.cl .nd 6OS3.c.nd CO"

''''''dln,

r.,.

"n,..' nlt

Irish A enl' and Dislribul rs:

TECHNICAL
79

LOW 'R
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Vol. 1.

o. 4.

!he n w PUblication
Ireland for the
craft man piu ID b e r
and. contractor, the
h ahng,
ventilation
a.nd insulation engIneer and contractor
the el ctriCal
con~
tractor,
up p li er,
manufacturer
and
whole aler of fittinp
and eqUipment for the
trade.
In

•

John G. Bolton, Lecturer in Plumbing and Heating at Bolton
Technology, this month deals with soft water sy terns ..

treet School of
5

L. Town end, A.M.I.P., M.R. .11., discusses in his contribution this month the
mak -up and behaviour of plumbing material

9

lV. H. John on, a new contributor to the 'Contractor', begins a two-part series und;;r
the h ailing 'Planning a Shower'

21

R. E. Ayers, M.A. .E.E., in his series on air temperature control, takes air conditioning
Publi hed monthly by
Irih Trade & Technical
Publications.
Annual
ub cription,
15/-, p t free. ingle
copi , 1/6, po t free.

controls for discussion in thi i ue
I~EAT

RE

Question an wered, 29; ew products, 11 and 31; Letters to the Editor, 30;
Safety First, 26.
PECIAL

•

, 1961.

URVEY: Ventilation and ~nsulation, 13-20•

We regret that for reasons beyond our control. we were unable this month tG
present the third part of our series, 'Plastics in Plumbing', by Mr. D. C. Coyle, M.E.,
M.I.C.E.I., M.I.P.II.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.W.E. We hope to resume the series next
month.-Ed.

Editorial and advert! ing office :
allaghan Chambers,
13/15 Dame
treet,
DUblin, 2. Tel.: 56466.

J

25

fi
M. A. Boylan Ltd.
Brit! h Berkefeld Filters Ltd.
Brit! h team pecialitie Ltd.
arthom (1949) Ltd.
Thos. Dockrell, ons &
o. Ltd.
P. Donnelly and on Ltd.
};. .B.
Fyff
oupUngs (Ireland) Ltd.
Gyp urn Industries Ltd.
I.'ri drich Grohe
Hanratty Bros
Industrial Gases (I.F.S.) Ltd.

Irl h Shell Ltd.

14
4
1
8
1
22
26
4
19
10
SI

28
I.F.C.

I
J. H. Jone and Co. Ltd.
Thoma J. Kelly ..
Leinster Engineerinl:' Co. Ltd.
Mon ell, Mitchell and Co Ltd
George ewnes Ltd.
.
. "

17
32

14
17
7
20
22

Peter O'Connor (Insulation ) ~~.
Ryax Heating Ltd.
tewarts and Lloyds of Ireland
Ltd.
'"
..

O.F.C.

Uni-Tube Ltd.
Unidare Ltd.
Wavin Pipes Ltd.
L. R. WOOd Ltd.

2
O.B.C.
10
8
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Are you satisfied with the
purity of your water supply?
IF YOU OBTAIN WATER FROM WELLS. STREAMS.
BORE HOLES OR SIMILAR SOURCES PLAY SAfE, FILTER IT

THROUGH A BERKEFELD STERASYL FILTER.

Unfiltered drinking water contains many deadly
disease germs, among them the Typhoid Bacillus
(shown left). You can't tell by just looking at the
glass whether the water in it is pure or not, but you
do know that water filtered through a Berkefeld
Sterasyl Filter (right) is absolutely safe to drink.
Invest in a Berkefeld Filter with Sterasyl SelfSterilizing Candle and save yourself unnecessary trouble and money.
BRITISH

BERKEFELD FILTERS LTD
Supplied by the
C.G.A. LIMITED· LETCHWORTH

Make sure your jobs won't cost you money

INSTANTOR
couplings keep your
contrads watertight

Drips and leaks waste water.
Leaky joints can damage
floors and ceilings and involve you in costly repairs,
so work with I STANTOR,
the ,most efficient joints in the world; couple them to FYFFE'S IRISH
MADE PLUMBERS BRASSWARE and improve on a good job well done.
See the FyfIe range of IRISH MADE Plumbers Bra ware at your stockist
to-day!
IT PAYS TO KEEP TO THE FYFFE LI ES.

FYFFE COUPLINGS (Ireland) LTD......
IN TANTOR WORK , JAME'

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol1/iss4/1
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ALL water systems depend on
rainfall as a primary source of
upply, but rain, in sinking through
the earth, may undergo many changes
which later necessitates different
systems and techniques to deal with
it.
In its natural state, rain is soft,
and in rural areas very clean.
In
cities and populated areas, on the
other hand, it may absorb soot and
sulphur in its passage through the
air which could cause impurities,
although this would not alter its
original softness.
In general it is only when it percolates through the ground that
difficulties arise. In this cOlLIltry, the
water will in all orobability, become
hard, du; to its -coming in contact
with the limestone strata which extends over the greater part of the Irish
terrain.
To the average person, a water will
appear as hard or soft according to
its action on soap. The harder the
water the more difficult it is to produce
a lather when washing. In fact, it i
by its action on soap that the degre.e
of hardness is determined scientifically.
.
What is not generally apprecIated,
however, is the fact that hard water
can again be sub-divided into two
types-permanent hard and temporary
hard.
The permanent hardnes result
from the rainwater having absorbed
sulphates of calcium and magne ium
and perhaps also chlorides and
nitrates., during its progress through
the limestone whereas temporary
hardne s results from the absortion
of carbonates of calcium and magnesium.
From the plumbing point of .vie,:",
the main difference, however, lies ~n
the fact that oermanent hardness iD
water cannot be removed by boiling,
Whereas the temporary hardnes can.
Even bringing thi water to near
boiling point will cause the lime. ~o
begin to precipitate-hence, the on~m
of all our trou.bles in rural areas With
choked boilers and pipes.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1961

the author . ..
JOHN G. BOLTON, Lecturer in Plumbing
and Heating at 'the College of
Technology, Bolton Street, Dublin.

In general, people prefer a soft
This means that any water containwater a~ it is more pleasant and ing 7 or more grains of lime per
efficient for ablutionary and domestic gallon would be classed as a hard
purposes, and in the case of hot water, hence, outside our cities and
water systems it does not cause larger towns where the provision of
difficulties with scale formation.
soft water is a municipal function.
There are two methods of dealing it devolves on the householder as to
with this problem. One is to soften the choice of a softening system.
The first real attempt at water
the cold water as it enters the building, thereby giving soft water in both softening dates from 1841, when a
'the c,.old and hot water ystems. method known as the "cold lime"
The other method i to deal with process was patented by Dr. Thomas
the hot water only, by the installation Clark of Aberdeen University.
The
of an indirect system so as to prevent Clark Scale previously mentioned owes
lime being deposited in the-boiler its origin to his research work.
A
and pipes.
We are, however, only variation of this process, known as
concerned with the first method in the" soda lime" method, is used to
this article.
some extent at present for industrial
purposes.

ClassJfication of
water

BEFORE going into the principles
of water softening, it is first
necessary to know how a water is
classified as to its degree of hardness.
In this country it is commonly based
on what is known as the Clark Scale,
each degree of which indicates one
grain of lime per gallon (the grain
being a measure of weight).
This
is equivalent to 1 part in 70,000 parts.
For analytical purposes, it is recommended, since 1949, that all waters be
classified in parts per million 0 a to
conform to American and English
practice.
Using the Clark system, water is
normally classified as follows:-

TYPE

Soft Water
Moderately Soft Water
Slightly Hard Water
Moderately Hard Water
Hard Water
Very Hard Water

Base-exchange
system
FOR domestic purposes, the most
satisfactory system is that known
as the base-exchange or ion-exchange
method-a process first discovered by
a German chemist, Robert Gans, in
1905.
He found that certain natural
greensands, rrich lin glauconite, and
known as zeolite, could be used to
soften hard water, both temporary and
permanent-in fact, it was noticed
that this sometime happened where
underground springs, etc., came in
continued overleaf

Degrees of Hardness,
Clark Scale.

o

to
3.5 to
7.0 to
10.5 to
14.0 to
Over

3.5 Degrees.
7.0
"
10.5
14.0
"
21.0
21

"

Parts per
Million.

o to
50 to
100 to
150 to
200 to
Over

50 parts.
100
150
"
200
300
300
Five
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from previous page
contact with zeolite beds and so were
softened naturally.
The action which takes place in .thi
base or ion-exchange process consists
,By,PASS VALVE
in forcing the hard water with its
:;;'"
HARD VIA HR ~=rsJ:::::::rl=====l!Io))i::==::(J===SOFT VJAT E.R
dissolved calcium and magnesium
through a container filled with zeolite,
NON' RETURN /
whereupon a chemical reaction i et
VALVE.
up in which the calcium and magSOfT VATER.
nesium salts passed or were "ex./' VALVE
changed" into .the zeolite, which in
turn gives up it sodium into the
water.
In brief, the hardness-forming salts
are removed from the water and are
rLUS/i- OUT
-....::::
replaced by sodium, which does not
VALVE
cause hardness and is not harmful
in any way. The water then becomes
" zero-soft."
In this exchange, however, the
zeolite, having 10 t its sodium, becomes converted into calcium zeolite,
ZEOLITE'
and so is no longer able to often the
incoming water and mu t therefore
be regenerated back to its original
state.
This is simply done by putting into
the softening container common salt
(sodium chloride), and forcing it
BASE-EXCHANGE SOfTENER
through by water pressure, whereupon
the zeolite regains its softening property, and the calcium chloride or lime
which was in it is washed out of the
softener by running some of the in- tion-for instance, a oftener rated popular "dry" salt design, in which
coming water to waste. For an aver- for 1,000 gallons at 16 degrees hard- the salt, in powder form, is placed
age water of ab(l'Uit 15 degrees roughly ness would, of course, only soften 500 in the container and later washed
ltlbs. of salt is required per 100 gallons if the water was at 32 degrees through, and the "wet" de ign in
hardness and pro-rata. It is obvious which the salt is converted into brine
gallons.
solution and placed in a pecial conThis softening and regeneration then that some idea of the hardne
process can be repeated indefinitely of the water to be softened is necess- tainer connected to the softener.
Thi latter type simplifies mainwithout loss of the softening power ary before selecting a suitable plant.
holds
provided the zeolite is not washed Plant manufacturers are very helpful tenance as the container
if approached on this a pect.
ufficient brine for everal regeneraout of the plant.
Next, a decision must be made as tions, and also, due to its being in
In modern base-exchange plants, the
natural zeolite media is often replaced to how soft we require the treated solution, is a more effective medium.
More elaborate models can al 0 be
by synthetic zeolite which is much water-zero oftness can be obtained,
better as it allows a larger quantity but if a water of 3 or 4 degrees of obtained, ome even being controlled
by an electric motor which automatof water to pass through before it hardness is allowable, and thi i
normal,
a
longer
period
between
reically
cau e regeneration by opening
needs regeneration.
a valve after a pre-determined quantity
generation will result.
In general, the smaller the grain
Again, another point 10 be noted of water has passed through.
of zeolite, the longer will the plant
There are many de ign of oftener
work before salt has to be added- i thi period between regenerationavailable, among them the Permutit,
a point is reached, however, where as each person u es about 30 gallon
very small grains might be washed per day-a plant should be elected Aqualux, Berkfield, Economic, each
out during regeneration and so a based on the number of per on in differing somewhat in pecification
limit i set as to minimum grain sizes. the dwelling, and a regeneration period but not in working principle.
With regard to its in tallation, it
of at least a week.
Plants can be
Selection of
obtained for domestic use from 100 should be fitted in a convenient pot
gallons to about 3,000 gallon. and to enable salt to be added, and adsoftener
selecting a base-exchange in price from about £20 to £200 or justment made to the valves. Model
can be obtained to fit under the ink
plant, several point must be more.
draining board.
borne in mind.
Most ofteners are
Two main types
It hould be a clo e a po ible
rated as to the number of gallons of
water at 16 degrees (Clark) they will ~ are two main type of to the incoming supply so a to sim~
pass through before needing regenerasofteners on the market,-the
continued next column
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The Only Worl{ of its Idnd
FOR OLYMPIA
EXHIBITION

~E ~rst international Heating,

ye?tIlatmg and Air Conditioning
ExhIbition at Olympia, London, from
n~xt September 26 until October 6,
will be the greatest ever display in
~urope from t~i~ rapidly expanding
~ndus~ry, and VI Itors will be able to
. xamme all the latest products of the
mdustry,

h Covering an area of more than one

~~~red ,thousa?d square feet, 220
them of mternatlOnal repute, many of
a pe t from ~ver eas, will show all
condCt~ o~ heating, ventilating and air
I lOllIng in I d'
,
hand!'
, c u mg Industrial air
g
dust m
and treatment equipment
an d fu me coI
'
draught
lectlOn,
mechanical'
allied ~nlrocess heating, cooling,
services.
anCillary equipment and

. Conference

Dunng th
tember 27 e ,Exhibition, from Sepbe held a ~ntll October 4, there will
heating n mtern
"
a f IOna l conference on
ing
'OventJlatm g and air condition.
rga .
bOdy, the I DJ~ed ,by the sponsoring
Ventilat'
nstlt~tIOn of Heating and
with th~1 En~m,eer , in co-opuation
tilat'
SSOClatIon of Heatinl> ven109 and D
-,
Employ
omestic Engineering
tilaling erR and the Heating and vcnCo f
esearch Association
the
n erence will cover three'
,
th emes:_
mall1
Adm' .
100strative advance likely in
the next ten year
Technical advan~e likely in th~
next ten years,
Integrated design of architectural
and engineering services for econOmy of bUilding con truction,

*
*
*

f~ol/1 previous

page

Pbh!y connection, a non-retu.rn valve
iemg
) SOm e t'Imes fi !led (as on drawt~g to preve.nt back- iphonage into
e Water mam or well which mi!!ht
occu
,,,
I r under ~ertain circum tances,
to n Conclu Ion, it i important not
confuse water softeners with scale
reducers. These are imply chemical
or electrical appliances which are
fi lted m
. the cold water ystem or
~ubmerged in the cold water torehank, the idea being to convert the
ardne
alts into a sludge which
can later be removed by nushing out.
They have certain advantal!es when
froperly used, but are not -intended
o take the place of a water softener
which will provide a suooly of pure
soft water without any -depo it.

NEWNES

Prove the worth of this new work by
sending for 7 Days' Free Examination.
You are under no obligation whatsoever. It covers all plumbing operations
-Materials and Methods, Installation
and Maintenance of water Supply,
Drainage, Sanitation, Heating and Ventilation, All these activities reqUiring
skilled craftsmanship are dealt with by
practICal men. This comprehensive new
work will help you gam a thorough
knoi\ledge of your immediate craft, and
a first-Class working knowledze of all
the Importan,; allied activities, Fully
illustrated with on-the-job photographs,

PLUMBING,
SANITATION
AND DOMESTIC
ENGINEERING
A COMPREHENSIVE LIBRARY
COMPLETE IN FIVE VOLUMES

STUDY THESE IMPORTANT SUBJECTS
Tools - Le.Hlwork - Roof WOI'k - Pipe Jointing
,-UHt RenuJn~ - VhenllcaJ l'Junlbing - ))ralnage
l'e~t - Sewal;'e - t'ltlllellt~ - (jold-water /Senices,
.\ ells - HilI'S' f>JPe~ - l.as, Elel'lnc and /Solid t'uel
/lot-HaleI' I'oJMCfll~ - 'later /SuI>1>lles 1'01' Mul\lI'itoreJ huilflllll-;S - )o;Ieetl'IC (jll'cuits ApplIed to
1'lufllUilll-; Jnslallatloll~ - steam Heating, etc'.
And eXClUSIve ,0 l;l11S worK-::,anitary LegislaGlOn in Australia, New Z~aland, India. PaKIstan,
;:iouth Acnca and Canada: 01 great assIstance
to emigranG craltsmen and to suppliers.
PLUS FREE CONSULTANCY SERVICE
Every purchaser receives two years' free techni~al adVICe on any 01 the many SUDJ~CtS em,Jraced by the work. This serVice alone can be
worth many pounds to you.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU!
Remember there arc opportunities for you as
nev(>r before in building development, domestIc
and industrial. But tnese opportunitIes will
not wait while you spend your working life
,aming expel'lence. To progress you need to
ldd to your own knowledge the practical (>x,Jenence of the experts who have created this
new work-tlH'Y WIll help you to a well-paid
job and an assured future.

*

-

. -

~

-

-'"

-

.....-

-

YOU WJLL RECEIVE:-

5

Volumes strongly bound in rich
blue grained cloth. and lettered
in gold. One volume contains 36
Quick-Reference Data Sheets and
Blueprint Wall Charts.

1 580

Pages of specialised informatlOn.

1 331

Practical photographic iIIustrations and drawings,

,

,

* FREE GIFI'

"Questions and
.\ nswers 011
Plunlbin;.r and
Sanitary .Fittings"
A profusely illustrated book containing
practical
answers to yow'
questions,
Value
5/- but yours Free!

_ _I

-

-

~Ie::.

,

_

--

I ~ize ""'i~ opporlunHy-Act Now I !
I
I
I
l
I
~~Y:ng
~s: l.~
~s p,r:~e 1.~ ~ ,~a~s
I
To: Gcorge Newnes Ltd., 15-17 Long Acre, London, W.C.2 Engl d
Ple:l!;(' send me Newnes
I'IUfll!)1I1I;'.
Sanitation .
anfl Domestic
E;l
"I' Ilee ring
~n . (and
.
~"
.
\
the 1'ree bO.O:' Ques ( IOns and. nsw('rs on Pltllll!)1ng and Sanltal'Y Fittin s)
.
out obligation to purchase. I will either return the books in 8 d
g . wlth1:1/- d('POSlt 8 days a1'ter delivery, then sixteen monthly Subscript. ays 01 send
.
£12 12 .
11 C h ·
.
lOns of 15/-

Namt'

.a

.:

..

.

.

is £12.

.

"

I
11

Address ,

,

, .. ,

, .. ".

...............

• . • . • . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • . • . • • • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • TIck (.J)whcrc .pplic.bJ.

Occupatio:!

,

"

,.. ., .... ,. '"

Your(Or
SIgnature
Paren t Sig~~ 'if' Y~~I' ~;.~' ~~'d'~l" 2'1')· . , .. , . , . , . , . , ... p''D'·I·U',

J~

--'

-- - - - --

--.. --..

-

Ho."OWNER

·.I~-------I-~

--.-

Houuholdcr

Lov;nl wo,. P...n"
LocI,ln, Address

-

•

1

I

_,
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WELDED STEEL

TANKS
FOR FUEL OIL STORAGE AT
DOMESTIC A D INDUSTRIAL
I STALLATIO S.

•

ALL CAPACITIES
B.S.S. & AP.I. SPECIFICATIO S

•

•

Write for our Illustrated "Standard Tanks" Folder.

Sales Company for

U IVERSAL
FABRICATORS
(Dublin) Ltd.

CARTH0RN

(19491

Commor<lol BUilding.

LTD

Dome Street, Dublin

Tol 7J47S

Northern Ireland: W. D. Craig & Co., 32 Arthur Street, Belfast.

FUR ASCOTE WILL RE I T AT LOW A D HIGH TEMPERATURE CHEMICAL ATTACK BY
LPH RIC ACID A D ULPH R COMPOUND PRODUCED BY F EL OIL
A D
OLID F EL .
• GIVE A GA -TIGHT COATING • DOE NOT SHRINK • WITH TA D THERMAL HOCK
• CUTS FURNACE MAINTENANCE • INCREA ES EFFICIENCY. GOOD REFRACTORY BRICK
ARE MADE EVEN BETTER • BAD REFRACTORY BRICK ARE GREATLY IMPROVED, AND OLD
REFRACTORIE
ARE GIVE
EW LEA E OF LIFE • F RNACE ARE THEREFORE KEPT I
ACTION.

Leaflets and Technical Advice from:

L. R. WOOD

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol1/iss4/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7N13K
Fight

174 PEARSE STREET. DUBLIN.

Telephone 74479.
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FACULTY OF PLUMBING . .. A. L. Townsend, M.R.P., MR.S.H., a
Lecturer at the Oxford College of Technology continues here the first part of a
four stage course in plumbing. The author has closely followed his own lecture
programme and has paid particular attention to scientific and technological'
innva/ions.

the make-up and
behaviour of
plumbing materials
HO~ does one decide which is the
fight way to do a job, and which
are the right materials to USe for it?
Experience helps of course but the
r~al key to the~e problem~ is technIcal " know - how."
Know-how
merely means a ufficient knowledge
and understanding of the basic
scientific principles which govern all
Plu.mbing design and material, and
~hlch must be applied in even the
Simplest plumbing operation.
It helps one to learn more quickly
from experience, and, even more important, it tells one why a job should
be done in a certain way, so that a
~easoned choice of method and materIal is possible.
The Physicial Properties of Mlltter.
-The skilful plumber needs to know
a good deal about the properties of
matter, and the basic rules which
govern them.
There is some likeness between the
meaning of the word "properties"
and "characteri tics" and ometimes
one is used for the ~ther but we shall
,
stick to " prop rtie ."
" Matter" is the scientist' word
for materials of any kind and, difIerent materials can be identified by the
quaIitie or propertie which they
pOs ess.

Sol/id objects
Ail matter occupies space.- ir and
Water occupy pace and so they are
materials ju t as much as are bricks
and other solid objects. Before a new
hot water y tern i filled with water
the boiler, pipe, and hottorage
VeSsel are full of air which occupies
these apparently empty paces.
o two pieces of matter can occupy
th~ same space at the same time.AIr and water are both forms of
matter, and you know that the neW
h?t water y tem i full of air.
in:e
aIr and water cannot be in the same
space at the ame time the sy tem
cannot be filled with water
'.
until the
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air has been got out. This explains
why a vent pipe i put on the top of
A. L. TOWNSEND, under the
the hot store vessel to allow the air
heading, "THE MAKE-UP AND
to move out a the water fills in.
BEHAVIOUR
OF
PLUMBING
MATERIALS," this month deals
All very simple-when you know
with the physical and chemical
how.
Everything which follows is
properties of matter.
He ilio
just as simple, and just as u eful.
makes SlOrne notes on pres£ures.
All matter has weight.-The weight
Next month he will discuss the
of lead is a well known property of
Chemical Composition of Matter
that material. If one wanted a piece
and the reduction of Metallic Ores.
of material that was small but heavy,
one would choo e lead because of its
property of heaviness. If one wanted weight came to push it out. It is imsomething light one would look for portant to remember that mattera material which had the property of air and water in particular--cannot
lightness-aluminium perhaps.
move unless some force or forces
Air and water have weight, but make it do so.
water is 800 times heavier than air.
The action of Forces upon air and
This explains why hot water pipes are
graded to rise to the vent which is water have a very important bearing
fixed at the highest point of the hot upon the design and way hot and
water system. Since water is heavier, cold water, sanitary, and central heatit will fall and fill the lower parts of ing systems are installed.
the system first, pushing the air to th.e
Matter can exist in three forms, or
highest point in the system w,here It "states."-These, and the ways of
can escape through the vent pipe.
telling them apart, are given in the
All matter is inert; that I, no following table:matter or material can move of its
own accord. The air in the emptied
continued page eleven
down hot water system did not move
out until the force of the greater
Physical
state.

Volume
or size

solid

constant
(always the
same).

liquid

-

Remarks

constant

rigid
(resists alteration
of shape by
pressure) .

constant

variable
(according to
shape of
container).

fluid (opposite to
rigid); will flow to
take up shape of
containing vessel)

variable

variable
(tends to fill spa.;:e
in which it exists).

,

I

gas

Shape

!

fluid
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with Temperature Gauge

Automatically
Controlled
Thermostatic
Mixing Valves
Friedrich Grohe.
Hemer.
Grohe Thermostat.
Lahr.
Hans Grohe.
Schiltach.

Turn the gauge to the temperature
required. Mixed Hot and Cold water
of any temperature between 50 F. and
160 F. will be delivered automatically.
The chosen temperature remain constant and no further adjustment is required. Detailed information is available from our Irish representatives.
0

0

Agents
in
Ireland:

orman Stewart Ltd.,
Central Hotel Chambers,
Dame Court, Dublin.
Telephone: Dublin 73086.

We chose Wavin PVC ...
AT CASTLEFORBES WORKS
Castleforbes Works had a problem! A highly corrosive
chemical, used in their modern manufacturing process
in Dublin made very short work of conventional pipes.
This could mean frequent renewal of the pipe-lines,
with consequent loss of production and the risk of
dangerous bursts- but they chose Wavin PVC because
Wavin PVC Pipes are immune to chemical attack. They
are also inexpensive and easy to instal, with a complete
range of PVC fittings. And they solved their problem
efficiently and cheaply.
If you have a problem in pipework, why not consult
Wavin-the pioneers of PVC in Ireland.

WAVIN PIPES LIMITED
ClAN PARK, DRUMCONDRA, DUBLIN 9

Te&ephone: 48000 or 373614/6
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rigidly,and
andHeating
the substance
will be

Plumbing
materials
When matter changes from one
tate to another, thi i called a
change of ~ate or a physic change.
Water provIdes a clear illustration of
this kind of change. At normal temperatures it is a liquid.
ooled to
32 degrees ., it will freeze and
change to the solid state (ice). Heated
to 2~2 degrees F. at standard atmos~henc pres ure (14.7 Ibs. per quare
lOch), water turns to steam that is
to the ga eous state. Later' the ex~
~Ianation of the physical ch~nge and
Its effect on plumbing materials will
?e dealt with, but for the moment it
I enough to remember the following point which help to identify it:
The ub tance itself is not changed
(ice, water and steam are all H,O
(water), in different tates).
-

Temporary

THE

change of tate i temporary
(the ice can b~ melted back to
the liquid water, and the team can
be condensed back to t~e liquid
water).
otice that to freeze water heat has
~o. be taken away from it, and to turn
It IOtO team heat has to be added to
it.
learly, heat can affect the state
of a material, and thi will again be
dealt with later.
A OTE ON PRES URE.
Pres ure can al 0 greatly influence
the state of matter; but before disCussing its effect it i neces ary to
understand the tructure of matter,
and particularly the rea on why it can
exist in three different tates. It has
been said in a previou article that
matter is compo ed of eparate molecule which are held or .. pulled" together by a force called cohe ion.
However, they are not teady, but are
alway vibrating to and fro.
The
chemist call thi .. molecular vibratory
motion."
How then do ub tance
like iron, older and 0 on, which
appear to be so firm and olid, keep
together or even keep their hape if
all their molecules are moving?
Each molecule attract or pulls its
neighbour to itself by what i called
the inter-molecular force of cohe ion.
IC thi force i very great, the moleCUle will hold together tightly and
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rigid, and, in fact, solid. Should th~
cohesive force weaken because of the
chemical Or physical condition of the
substance, then the molecules can
more easily be pushed out of place.
The material will become le s rigid
and will tend to flow; in other words
it will become liquid.
Further loss of cohesion between
the individual molecules will allow
them to move con iderable distances
apart. The material will not merely
be fluid; it will be 0 fluid that it will
flow in all directions to fill its containing space. In hort, it will become
a gas.
1£ a gas is compressed by some
mechanical means, its widely spread
molecules will be pressed closer and
closer toge~her. A they come closer,
the coheSive force between them
becomes stronger. Eventually if sufficient pressure is applied, the intermolecular cohesive force will become
strong enough to hold the molecules
reasonably close together, and the gas
will change into a fluid. If the compression force (pressure) is released,
the liquid will return to its gaseous
state.
THIS fact is u. ed to separate the
If
gases which make up the air.
atmospheric air is sufficiently compressed under carefully controlled
conditions of temperature and pressure, it will change from a gaseous to
a fluid state. When the compression
forces are released, the air is able to
revert to a gas. Since the elements
which make up air become gases at
different temperatures, it is possible
to collect th~m separately, and store
them in cylinders for use in welding,
and so on. In this way oxygen,
nitrogen, and argon ga es are obtained.
Water can also affect the actual
For
process of a physical change.
e~ample, water, as you know, boils
and changes from a liquid to a ga
( team) at 212 degrees F. at Standard
Atmospheric Pre sure (30 in . Mercury
Column or 14.7 lbs. per square inch).
If a pressure greater than this i
acting on the water, it will not boil
until a much higher temperature is
reached. In fact it will not boil at all
until it has gained ufficient heat
energy to do so. The extent t? which
pre sure will affect the abIlity of
water to change from liquid to gaseous
tate is hown in the following table.
continued overleaf

Centramatic '35'
Wins Design
Centre Award

III It lIIUIHII1I 11I1It 1111111111111111
• Pictured here is the latest automatic oil-fired central heating boiler
presented by Newton Chambers &
Co. Ltd., Sheffield-the Centramatic
" 35."
The new boiler, which combines
fully
.
Ig. . automatic working,electric
m!lon and exceptional fuel economy
WIth fine contemporary design wo
1961 Design Centre award.
'
n a
Output: 35,000 B.Th.Us/hr. continuous ratiJig (water transfer). Suitable
for su~po~ng, for example, a 30
gal!on mdired domestic hot water
q"lmder pIns 130 sq. ft. of radiator
surface (inclu~ing service pipes). H
used for heating radiators only 200
sq. ft
'
Th~ Centramatic " 35 " is stocked in
DublIn by Ravensdale & Co. Ltd.
Capel Street.
'
Elevell
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Absolute Pressure
i.e., Gauge Pressure plus Atmospheric Pressure in
Ib.jsq. in.
14.7
19.4
23.38
32.02

Building Services Engineering, Vol. 1 [1961], Iss. 4, Art. 1
Gauge Pressure
in lb.jsq. in.

Feet Head
of
Water Column.

Boiling Point
at base of
water column
iD degrees F.

0
10
20
40

212
225
236
254

0
4.34
8.68
17.32

It wilt be clear that water in a
boiler some *et below the feed
cistern of a domestic hot water or
central heating system can be heated
much above its boiling temperature at
atmospheric pressure.
Should some
fault arise in the system, so that the
heated water could not circuJate freely
and so lose some of its heat, then the
water would overheat, expand, and
possibly exert such outward pressure
on the boiler walls that they would
burst. If this happen, the high temperature water immediately flashes to
steam which fills the room in which
the boiler is fitted. The actual bursting of the boiler is less of a menace
than this scalding steam.

of the same type. Such materials are
called elements.
The following table gives a list of
some of the elements which are
The
commonly used in plumbing.

Plumbers
materials
chemical symbols by which these elements are known are al 0 given.
Element. Chemical Symbol. Remarks
Al
metal
Aluminium
Argon
A
gas
alcium
Ca
metal
Carbon
C
non-metal
(solid or gas)
Copper
Cu
metal
Hydrogen
H
gas
Iron
Fe
metal
Lead
Pb
metal
continued page thirty-two

Represented
Ireland at
German
International
Competition

Interesting

IT is also interesting to note that as
increased pressure on water raises
its boiling point, so reduced pressures
upon it reduce its boiling point.
At
2,000 feet above sea level the atmospheric pressure is about 13.7 Ibs.
sq. inch. In this redlhCed atmospheric
pressure water boils at 208 degrees
Fah.
If one takes a ball valve to piece
and puts it back together again-, one
is better able to understand just how
and why it works. It would help
considerably if one could take the
various plumbing materials to bits to
examine how they are made up, for
-the chemical compo ition of a material has an influence on its durability,
The
strength and fitness for use.
plumber cannot easily do this but the
chemist can, and so you must rely
upon what he knows and is able to
tell you about the chemical build-up
of materials.
He will tell you that the smallest
separate particle of material that it is
possible to visualise, which would be
far too small to be seen, i called a
molecule. A molecule i compo ed of
atoms. Sometimes it i made UP of
atoms all of the same kind, so - that
every single atom in the material is

•

TWO

WiIliam
Jackson

young plumber from Dublin
firm
made up part of an
eighteen-strong Irish team which competed against an international "Iineup" at the tenth International Vocational Training ompwtition held in
Drui burg, West Germany, from July
1 to 15.
Teams from France. Spain, Portugal, Italy, Great Britain, Au tria,
Switzerland, We t Germany, Holland
and Belgium were competing.
Ireland has taken part regularly in
these competition since 1957 and has
obtained eight first, eight second and
nine third place.
The party was accompanied by Mr.
o Flanagain, Chief Inspector; Mr.
Grimes, Inspector, and Mr. MacDaibhid of the Department of Education, and also by Messr . W. J. N.
O'Brien, and J. Bolton of the College
of Technology, Bolton St., and Mr.
W. Trundle of the ollege of Technology, Kevin St., Dublin.
The group was addres ed by the
Minister for Education on the eve of
departure.

•

Michael
McDaid

Miehael McDaid (21), of 4 Beacon
Hill, Dalkey, is aI'ii ex-pupil of Omalrh
C.B.S. His late father, Hugo, was a
plumbing contractor wi~h busine s premi cs in Omagh.
Michael came to Dublin to take UD an
apprentice hip in plumbing with 1I. A.
O'Neill, 162 Lr. Rathmincs Rd., and has
been six years in the city. lie will
finish hi apprenticeship in. September
next.
He took fir t place in senior plumbing at the trade test at the annual
T chnical
ehool examinations. La t
year he com!>eted with the Iri h team
at Barcelona and l:'ot fourth place.

* * *
Seventeen-y ar-old Witliam Jackson,
of 15 ount PI asant Terrace, Ranelagh
Dublin, ha been an apprentic plumbe;
at G.uinness's: f r. the past thre years
at d IS foil wmg In the footsteps of his
father. Th m as, who is als a plumber
in Guinness's.
William to k fir t ptac in Junior
Plumbing in the Tw nty-Six Counti
'lit the D partmental examin tion
last
Chri tmas.
It is his first time taking part in th e
intern..'lti nal campetition~. He i the
cid t of a family of six.

Twelve
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INSULATION

VENTILATION
~

DISCERNING
PUBLIC
SEEKS COMFORT
ADVANCES
THE

rising
tandard of Jiving
prompts a growing public awarene of the availibility of new idea
for the improvement of creature comfort. House warming enjoys a tremendous boom and now a discerning
public seeks similar comfort advances
in ventilation.
Business management become increasingly aware that ventilation is
something more than the mere provision of statutory amounts of air.
Convincing surveys how that modern
ventilation techniques can materially
improve the moral tone and productivity of their stafIs and workpeople.
In the home, the de irable creature
comfort are enhanced by widespread
acceptance of modern space heating,
in ulation and ventilation methods.
Ventilation may be defined as a
process of removing vi.tiated, or u ed
air from a space and It replacement
with fre h, clean air.
Air change i an e ential feature
of the ventilating process. It is a continuing proccs and constantly warm
but contaminated air is being expelled
from an occupied building and fresh,
colder air introduced into it.
The

-- _.

-.-

ACCEPTANCE
AS AN ESSENTIAL
FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENT
ACCEPTANCE of thermal insulation as an e sential functional
requirement of modern building and
plumbing services is quickly gaining
ground.
In a great number of fields thermal
insulation aims to prevent all 1IJlwanted beat losses.
The simple principles are quickly
grasped as soon as the means by
which expensive and discomforting
heat losses occur, are understood.
Heat "flows" always from a substance
at higher temperature to one at a lower
temperature. The heat always flows
from the hotter to the cooler substance-hence the commonly used exFurtherpression, "Heat Loss."
more, this heat loss will continue until
both substance are at the same temperature. That is, unless some form
of thermal insulation is applied to
insulate the bodies of differing temperatu.res and so intercept and minimise the heat transfer losses.
Heat Transfer may be by anyone
of the following or it may be by
combination of two Or more of them.
Conduction.-Heat flows through or
along a material or from one material to another in contact with it.
continued page eighteen

-----------

continued page fifteeJl

This special surve~-the first in a series on important aspects of
the plumbing and heatll1g trades-has beel! compiled by technical expert A. L. Townsend, A .M.l.P., M.R .S.H., a lecturer at the Oxford
College of Technology.

ThirteeJl
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Trust ',-

K.600 KOMPAKS to clear the air•
Perfected by years of research and
development in the Vokes labOl'atories and in the field, the K.600
, Kompak' air conditioning filter is
the most efficient as well as the most
widely used of its type. Features
which have led to its popularity include long life, reliability and extreme ease of maintenance.
Efficient air conditioning filters are
essential in the provision of clean

air inside bUildings of all kinds.
Impurities in the air supplied to
factories can cause contamination of
products or damage to valuable
plant; in public buildings unfiltered
air shortens the life of furnishinzs
and decorations.
V 0 k e s K.600
'Kompaks' are installed in the air
conditioning systems of large commercial and industrial office blocks.
factories and engine test houses.
public libraries and picture galleries,
hotels and cinemas, conoert hal!s,
hospitals, mUltiple stores and establishments for scientific, pharmaceutical and photographic research
and processing.
·You can trust K.600 . Kompak '
because llke all Vokes air filters it is
fully tested in accordance with BSS.
2831.

lSilllJ}I)' constructed and using an Ine.\l>en~ive, easily ret>laced filter mediUll1,
the 1'.600 'Koll11>ak' has a normal rating or 600 cubiC feet per minute with
an initial resi~tance of 0.15 inches w,g. The actual \eloeity of the air
l>llssing through the de\'eloped area of the filter is only 22.,3 feet 1>1'1' minute.
'rested in accol'llance with B '.2831, using highly llenetratln/.: te~t dust~,
the 'Komllak' recorded an emciency of 95% a/.:ainst Almdte 50. and !J:l%
a/.:ainst Aloxite 225. Write now for COll1prehensi\,e literature on tlll'
'Kolllpak' and 'Yokes' other ail' tllter' to:

SOLE AGENTS IN IRELAND:

THE

LEINSTER

ENGINEERING

J 58-159 CHURCH S'!'REE'J',

J) UBLIN.

'Phone 77093/-1.

co.

LTD.

We are the foremost insulation

Thermal Insulation

specialists in the country with
many important insulation
contracts to our credit. The huge
Oil Refinery at Whitegate and
the Derrinlough Briquette factory
are recent examples, If you have
any heat-loBS problem, diSCUBB
it with our highly experienced
technical staff. Our recommendations are offered free and
without obligation.
Sole agents and stockists for:
, Rocksil' rock wool

M. A. Boylan Limited

Rigid Sections

A subsidiary or Tho Cape Aabeatos Company LW..

-====__

Flexible Sections

500. liarcourt Street, Dublin.
l'elephone: 52397, 54485 and 51787

._4 '0_

0

Blankets "Mattresses (wire-mesh-backed)
Loose Wool
'Caposite' amosite asbestos
moulded blocks and pipe sections
Also full range of plastic materials
and hard-setting com]:ositions.
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2.-Provision of Air Movement.
Moving air will absorb moisture
more readily
et al.: The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor, July 1961 (complete
iss than still air. Air
movement has a cooling effect, too,
and it is noticeably cooler if one sits
cooler incoming air will have to be amount that the air could hold at the before an electric fan on a hot day
warmed in winter if local cold same temperature (R.H. is expressed which merely circulates air that is
The
draughts or general cooling of the as a %). For example, if air at a already warm in the room.
cooling
effect
is
produced
by
the
given
temperature
held
ju
t
half
as
warmed enclosures is to be av ided.
The Purpo e of Ventilation may be much moi ture a the maximum pos- volume of air moved over the exposed
conveniently classified a
(a) Hy- sible at that temperature the air would skin urface of the body, with the
of 50% relative result that convection losse and evapgienic, i.e., appertaining to the health be described a
orative perspiration losses from the
of tho e in the ventilated pace, and humidity.
Saturated air is air holding its body are increased-hence the en a(b) Physiological Comfort Conditioners., i.e., factors which aim to pro- maximum amount of moisture pos- tion of coolness.
Excessive velocity of air movement
sible at whatever temperature the air
mote greater creature comfort.
is to be avoided. Air flows of up to
Extending these points we find that happens to be. (See Table J.).
Dew point is that temperature to 100 ft/min. may be acceptable, even
the removal of vitiated air (Health)
which unsaturated air falls so that it desirable, on a hot summer day, but
is vitally necessary:continued overleaf
To avoid undue concentration of eventually becomes saturated.
To take one example, uppose air
carbon dioxide and consequent
reduction of the life-giving oxygen at 62 degrees F. and 100% R.H. is
content of the air within the cooled to 52 degree F., from Table
I. it can be seen that at the lower
ventilated pace.
To reduce odours to imperceptible temperature the air cannot hold so
much water vapour as it did at the
limits.
higher temperature. The excess moisTo prevent concentration of bacteria
ture condenses and settles in beads of
laden oarticles in susoension in air
water on cold impervious surfaces.
within -the ventilated space.
Hence it becomes clear that the
The value of air change for
nuisance of condensation in buildings
hygienical purposes become clear.
NEWS FROM
is related al 0 to the problem of
The greater the rate of air change the
ventilation.
CREENWOODS
more effectively will this particu,lar
• The new " Greenwood Airvac
function be served, but an economic
TABLE OF DEW-POINTS
compromi e must be made between (Amounts of water vapourrequiJed Maxadome" patent roofli~ht ventilator is desi~ed to provide a large
to saturate air>.
_
air change rate and the con equent
effective area of controHed ventilation
impo ed "J nfiltration Lo ses" upon
with maximum daylight, relative to
Weight of Waste
the .pace heating plant.
Otherwise,
the size of dome used (above).
pace heating co ts will soar beyond Air TemperahJre Vapour in grains
Combining low overall height with
/83
rea onable economic level.
OF.
neat! unobtrusive appearance, the
FACTORS AFFECfING
" Maxadome" Ventilator is soundly
PHYSIOLOGICAL COMFORT
constructed of aluminium and is fuHy
3.08
42
CONDITIONS
weathered.
4.39
52
t.-Removal of excess moisture
• Purpose made in any desired Jenath
6.17
62
vent~Jat~d
(Humidity) from air in
up to 6 feet, the new Greenwood Air8.54
72
space.-Moisture in the form of JDVISvac" Permavent" Horizontal Window
11.67
82
ible ga eou water vapouri absorb~d
Ventilator in extruded aluminium
into air. Dry air will more. rea~l1y
Humidity control in venmating air gives permanent or controHed troubletake up uch moi ture than air which requires elaborate plant for large free ventilation with locked window
scale systems. Local or portable a1?- security and minimum restriction of
is already moi t.
.
xcess humidity of air r.etard It
pliances are available to treat the aIr lighting area (below).
Fitted within the glazin~ rebate at
ability to ab orb further mOl ture ~nd requirements for one enclosed room
the comforting ab orption of perspira- space.
the top of metal or timber windows
tion i dimini hed.
Natural veDdJatin& systems rely ~n- and doors, " Permavent ., Window
Humidity varie with air tempera- tirely on air change, i.e., the.expulsl~n Ventilators aHow removal of vitiated
ture and it can be measured on
f used contaminated, possibly mOIst air and eliminate probable condensa. ' ~ by 'the introduction of fresh at- tion damaa:e to decorations.
pecial equipment.
Irish Agents: The Technical Sales
Without going too deeply IOto t~1 a;~ pheric air from out ideo
If the
ubject of hygrometry, the fo!lo~lOg incoming air happen to be dry (?f Company, 79 Lower Leeson Street,
imple fact are important prlOclples low R.H.) a small aircha~g~ rat~ ~Ill Dublin.
of ventilation aim.
suffice to dispel the humIdIty wlt.hi~.
Humidity i imply a condition of On the other hand, if incomll1g air IS
air with regard to its moi tuue con- already moist, e.g., ,?n a damp day,
. t
airchange wJlI be necessary
tent.
gr'Iea er
.f ' .
Relative humidity i the ratio of t~ affect any improvement, I - It lmthe amount of moi ture in air, at a proves at all.
Fifteen
given temperature, to that maximum

VENTILATION
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VENTILATION
in winter such excessive air movement would give rise to complaints
of chilling draughts.
A velocity of
between 20 to 40jfLmin. is usually
acceptable and sufficient in winter
ventilation of dome tic dwelling and
places of edentary occupation.
But
once again, velocity of air movement
cannot be finely controlled in imple
natural ventilation.

Heat required
Too high an air motion also means
more heat required to temper the air.
A sensible economic antidote i the
scientific application of draught excluder materials to door and window
frames.
It is worth noting that mu,-:h
greater volumes of air will need to be
introduced into a building to modify
humidity and temperature (both comfort conditions) than will be necessary
to supply breathing air of sati factory
chemical quality (hygiene).
Ventilation Requiremen!s.
Having seen the purpose of ventila-

BREEZA FAN
• From the Breeza range of heavy
duty fans, a model fitted with ball
bearing~ sealed durinK motor assembly
which, the manufacturers claim, obviates the need for lubrication for
many years.
Breeza fans are manufactured by
the London Fan and Motor Co. Ltd.,
331 Sandycombe Road, Richmond,
Surre~'.

admis able and re ort ha to be made
to mechanical ventilation and the use
of fan to propel air to and from the
tion, the que tion now. bec~,me: ventilated pace.
"How is this purpose achieved?
Air Temperature.
Rate of Fresh Air Supply.
This already affects phy iological
It is generally accepted that for
cOlltinlled page twenty
dome tic dwelling the rate of ventil- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ating air change should be uch that
each occupier of the ventilated oace
gets 600 cubic feet of fresh air per
hour.
Thus in a living room of 2,400
cubic f~et volume, four per ons could
exist in hygienic air with only one
air change per hour.
The ame number of people in a
room 1,200 cubic feet volume would
need ventilation at the rate of two
air change per hour to obtain the
ame hygiene tandard.
Large kitchens with hot, teamy
atmo pheres may need air change
rates of up to 20 changes per hour
in order to modify humidity and temperature within.
Canteens, restaurants, and assembly
halls where high density of occupation
will give rise to increa ed humidity
and temperature, may need ventilation
rates which will provide as much as
PRODUCTS
1,000 cubic feet of fresh air per eated
FROM YOKES
person. (Note: With regard to heating effect of human body, an adult at • Yokes Limited, Henley Park,
re t will emit some 350 B.Lus. of heal. Guildford, Surrey-repre ented in the
In hort, 10 adult emit as much heat 26 Counties by the Leinster EnginIt will be eering Co. Ltd.-are manufacturers of
a one IkW electric fire.
clear that in place of high density a wide range of air filters, cover panel
of occupation the problem of heating types, multiple units and automatic
the soace become - one of cooling it models.
The main filtration equipment conwhen- it i fully occupied).
The building function, de ign, and si t of the uper-Vee, K.600 Kompak,
pace will have a bearing on the re- Autoroll Mark J1., .C., and "Absoquired rate of ventilation.
lute" type .
Recommended ventilation rates are
The uper-Vee i an inexpensive,
obtainable from many published expendable filter using a unillue yntandard
ode 0.[ thetic fibrou filter medium impregworks.
Briti h
Practice No. 3, hapter I ( ), at 4/- nated with an adhesive.
from 2 Park treet, London, W.I, is a
The tandard K.600 Kompak is a
u eful ource, whil t the lnstitu,tion of filter particularly suitable for use in
Heating and Ventilating
ngineer ' heavily dust-laden and sooty atmoGuide To urrent Practice, publi hed phere.
Thc " Renovair" unit-pictured here
annually, will be well known to
reader of thi Journal. It i obtain- -for the removal of smoke and airable from 49
adogan treet, Lon- borne contaminants, has unlimited
don, .W.l, or from any bookshop on po 'biJities in canteen, restaurant,
public house , etc.
order.
The heart of the unit i a 5" deep
Yoke 44 "Ab olutc" filtcr panel
Air movement
housed in an attractive metal case
The importance of this requirement with an intcgral fan, electric motor
has already been e tabJi hed.
It i and built-in acoustic chamber to enachieved by wind pre ure, air tem- sur quiet operation. It is suJtablc
perature differential, or a combina- for either wall or flOor rnountin and
tion of both in natural ventilation ar- can either be used continuou Iy or
rangements.
Where quantity of air needed.
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FIBREGLASS HEAT INSULATIONS
For all Central Heating, Hot Water, Steam and
Industrial Thermal Insulation

* * *

LARGE STOCKS AVAILABLE EX DUBLIN
.. . of . . .

RIGID AND FLEXIBLE SECTIONS - CROWN
100, in Roll or Slab Form - CROW 200, in
'"
Semi-Rigid Slabs - WHITE WOOL _ RESIN v
BONDED SLABS - SEWN SHEET OR BLAN-

.

KETS AND BANDAGE FOR PIPE-WRAPPING.

\ ,
\
Fibreglass Bandage

FULLY ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE A D PRICES SENT 0

REQUEST.

Main Distributors in Republic of Ireland:

MONSEll MITCNEll & CO. 1TD.
67 - 73 TOWNSEND STREET -

DUBLIN, 2

J. H. JONES & CO.
227, Griffith Avenue, Drumcondra, Dublin.

Tel. 372657

Specialists in Heating, Ventilating, Plumbing
and Oil Burning
Installations

HOUSE·WARMING

•

OUR SPECIAL DEPARTMENT WILL BE
PLEASED TO GIVE YOU EX PER T
ADVI E 0

A Y DOMESTIC HEAT! G

PROBLEM.

ESTIMATES FREE.
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knowing
some of these properties in

INSULATION

Convection.-This form of heat
transfer occurs in liquids and gases.
It involves circulatory movement of
heated particles of matter within the
material heated. As water or air is
heated it expands and becomes less
heavy bulk for bulk than cooler water
or air. The cooler heavier material
then fall by gravity and push. the
lighter, heated particles upward and
away to expose more heated surface to
colder, heat-extracting water or air.
Convection losses are increased as
the temperature differences increase.
They are also increas~d by air movement. Conversely, they will be reduced as temperature differenc~s level
off Or as air Or water bpcomes les
mobile.

Heat emitted
'ROCKSIL' FROM
M. A. BOYLAN
• Rocksil-a long fibred rock wool
of great resiliecy which gives a high
degree of ywtect1on-has established
itself as being ideal for heat insulation and frost protection.
" Rocksil" rigid pipe sections for
the insulation of pipework up to a
maximum femperature of 600°F.
(260°C.) arc exceptionally strong and
robust and will suffer falls and the
rough handling inevitable in transit
without damage.
Moreover, each section is made
with extreme accuracy which ensures
The
uniformity of pipe diameter.
standard length is three feet for pipe
sizes from t" bore to 12" bore in t"
to 2" thicknesses of insulation.
Six
different kind of finishes are available
with canvas or scrim cloth wrapping,
or plain.
" Rocksil" contains no slaJ!: or any
kind of organic matter. It is noncorrosive to ferrous and non-ferrous
metals and offers no sustenance to
vermin.
There arc numerous "RocksiJ • products suitable for heating contractors
and particulars can be obtained from
M. A. Boylan Limited, 50a Harcourt
Street, Dublin.

from page thirteen
Conduction heat transfer increase
as the temperature difference throughout the length of material increases
or as the temperature difference between the two materials in contact
increases.
Eighteen
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Radiation.-In this case heat is
emitted from a hot body to a colder
one in the form of heat energy wave
In many respects this is
motions.
imilar to light transmission. Radiant
heat does not appreciably warm air
throu.gh which it oasses but it will
warm any solid bod-y which intercepts
Radiant heat moves in
its ray.
straight lines. It can be "bent" or
deflected by reflecting devices, but it
is important to realise that to receive
radiant heat a body needs to be in
view of the radiant heat emitting
source.
The purpose of thermal insulation
now becomes clear. It is to so enclose
a heated body, or a substance, at
higher temperature than its surroundings (e.g., cold water surrounded by
air at 32 degrees F.) in such a way
as to prevent or markedly reduce heat
loss from the substance within to the
colder ubstance without.
This applies particularly to prevention of heat
loss from hot water oioe, boiler,
tore vessels, etc., as weli as to "cold"
water fittings. In the case of thermal
in ulation in tmcture preventing los
of heat from inside the building to
colder outside air, the principle remains the same. In summer, when
the structural insulation helps to keep
the building cool by relucing the
solar radiation heat gain, the principle still holds good except that in
thi instance the insulation i protectubstance
ing the heat absorbing
ra'ther than the heat emitting sun.

Properties
The Properties of thermal insulating

order that a reasoned choice of mater-

GYPSUM AND
FACTORY
INSULATION
• Gypsum Industries Limited have
made an important contributi.on Ito
building in Ireland over the years, and
of particular interest to the industrialist is the application of Gypsum
products to factory construction.
Plasterboards and plaster are, of
course, extensively used for lining
walls, ceilings and partitions but a
more specialised contribution of
Gypsum Industries Ltd. to industrial
building is in the insulating of factory
roofs.
The Steletex System incorporates
Irish-made
Gyptex
plasterboards
which have an aerated gypsum core
and are faced with special millboard
manufactured by the ational Board
and Payer 'MiJI Ltd. in Waterford.
The upper surface of the board is
covered with a thin veneer of aluminium foil which affords additional
insulation and acts as a vapour barrier.
FerrokJith structural insulation is
now being used to an increas:ng extent
in industrial buildings and is ideal for
use as permanent shuttering underneath slabs in reinforced concrete
roofs or as an insulating lining to
concrete walls.
Recent reductions in the price of
Ferroklith and improvements in manufacture have also been made. The
price of 1" thick Ferroklith is now
7/4d. per sq. yd. ex works, and 2"
thick Ferroklith 10/8d. per sq. yd. ex
works.
The thermal insulation of I" thickness of Ferroklith is et!,uivalent to approximately ]4" of brickwork, and
full particulars are given in technical
leaflet No. 5, available from Gypsum
Industries Ltd., South Richmond
Place, Dublin.
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INSULATION
ial can b~ made for different specific
application.
Low thermal conductivity. - This
means that the material it elf will not
be a good conductor of heat. Therefore there will be less risk of the
insulation quickly getting as hot as
the pipe or- material it i applied to
protect and thus loo e heat quicker
than the smaller surface area of the
unprotected pipe would.
Porosity.-The value of still air as
a thermal insulator ha already been
referred to.
Thermal
insulating
materials will make use of thi known
heat in ulating property of still air
and will therefore be compounded of
cellular material to provide multitudes
of cells of still, trapped, air.
Fire
resistance. - The
material
should be incombustible or at least
orrer considerable re istance to fire
spread.
Weight-Though not of prime i~
porta nee to pipework insulation, this
i worthy of consideration in case
where no great extra uperimpo ed

load is desirable, the case of applying
thermal insuJation above top floor
ceilings for example.
Resistance to fugal attack.-This is
a desirable property of insulation for
situations liable to damp.
Resistance to in ect attack.-Worth
considering in all cases, when moths
have been known to attack and ruin
hair-felt insulation.
Resistance to moisture absorbtion.!his i~ an important property where
msulatlon is to be chosen for damp
situations, e.g., outdoors, or in steamy
kitchens.
Surface finishes.-Ready-to-fit materials are much preferred for pipe
runs as being easier to apply. A neat
uniform finish is a sured and the ease
with which the insulation can be removed and refixed in repair work are
other advantages of this type of insulating material.
To-day, scientifically applied thermal insulation to pipework systems or
in building structure becomes an increasing economic neces ity.

CYLINDER JACKET
• Pictured here is the Darlington
Stilmat filled and polythene covered
cylinder cover. The jackets are provided in a number of finishes and are
manufactured by Darlington Insulatt(}n
Compan)" Ltd., West Aukland Road,
Darlington, Co. Durham.

STELETEX INSULATION
•

REDUCES HEAT! G COSTS

•

PREVENTS CONDENSATION

•

INCREASES LlGHT REFLECTION
Many leading industrial firms throughout Ireland already enjoy the
advantages of stcletex FIRE-RE ISTING factory roof insulation.

Write lor Technical
Literature to-day

OUTH

RICHMOND

PLACE,

DUBLI

, 2.

TELEPHONE 53624
N illefeell
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VENTILATION
from page sixteen
comfort conditions. It is therefore a
requJrement of some importance.
Temperature of air also affects humidity as previously shown; it therefore
affects comfort condition so far as
perspiration losses from the body are
concerned.
Winter external air temperatures
will be low and prior to its entry to
a ventilated space such air would
preferably be "tempered" to prev~nt
cold bores of air into an otherWise
" Temuniformly warm air space.
pering" may be achieved by placing
heat emission appliances so that the
incoming cold ventilating air i
warmed by passage through, or over
these on its way into the building.
If cold air, or
lower than general
the room, enters at
unpleasant chilling
sult.

air only slightly
air temperature in
high velocity, then
draughts will re-

PETER
Exclude cold
Trap energy
Eliminate loss
Retain heat
O'CONNOR
Contracts expertly carried out
Orders promptly executed
Neat workmanship

Humidity
This and its effect on comfort conditions and condensation problems ha
been briefly outlined above.
This
important requirement of ventilating
air is difficult if at all possible to
achieve in natu.ral ventilation.
In
places of high density occupation for
long periods, for process work in
which humidity control is an essential
requirement, or for the ventilation of
totally enclosed spaces, double glazed
office buildings to keep down extraneous street noises, etc., special air conditioning plant is being used more and
more to meet the demand fOr full
comfort conditions in building ventilation.
This introductory article has aimed
to show some of the basic principles
involved in ventilation.
it should
now be clear that ventilation is something more than just opening or closing a window. It should be equally
clear that space heating de ign is very
closely related to ventilation requirements and that in the interest of
efficient and economic heating, particularly house warming, this fact
must be recognised and accounted for
in all heating design and practice.
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No delays
Only approved
materials used
Reasonable charges
INSULATING
(Manufacturers' Agents)

Stockists in the Republic of:Potters InsuJations Ltd. -" uperb"
Composition (NPL Certificate) High Grade Finishings - First
Coatings - Cold Settin&,s - Asbestos
Slabs - Sole A&,ents for FlameProofed Rigid Pipe ections.

•

See Our Prices.

ENGINEERING
CASTLE E GINEERI G
WORKS LTD.
Subsidiary to Peter O'Connor
(Insulations) Ltd. Cater for:

Lathe Work
Die Making
Steel Fabrications • General
Machine Work - Welding Sheet Metal Work.

Ask Our Representative to call.

PETER O'CONNOR

(lnsulations)

LTD.

68, DAME STREET, DUBLIN, 2.
Telephones-Offices: 73753, 78955; Works: 41414.
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W. H. JOHNSON on .

planning
a shower
THE notes on shower contained in
this short series of articles are
oITered as a refresher for two main
rea ons.
Firstly, the importance of showers
is growing, through fa hion, through
their space saving potential in small
premises, and because they are econAnd
omical on water and fUlel.
secondly, the finer points of installation are sometimes mixed and will
bear repeating.
The primary function of a shower
is to project a spray of warm water
upon a person, usually from above,
and to be satisfactory the water must
be of the right temperature, volume,
and form of delivery.
In those related factor is the crux
of the whole matter.

Volume first

No one should under rate the virtues of the plain, pinhole rose, however much it may remind one of a
watering can.
Its simplicity, particularly the low
resistance to equivalent flow rate,
make it admirably suitable for the
pressure starved conditions of a typical
cistern fed home. For a nominal 2
g.p.m.. use a 3" rose, and a 1"
diameter rOse for 1 g.p.m. and less.

ture control, and to explain al1 those
q.v.'s.
Inherent in all showers is the bringing together of supplies of hot and
cold water, and mixing them, with a
means of controlling the quantity of
each supply in the mixture.
There

Function

fitment

WE

continued overleaf

New shower

are not yet finished with
volume, for the actual discharge
rate, or volume (as compared to the
nominal one) is a function of the
It is
water pressures in the system.
not a practical matter to discuss the
upper limits of acceptability when
cisterns are u ~d, except in relation
to multistorey building, and there the
stop-valve on the shower may be used
as a modulator. But the minima are
o often with us that we must make
some rules. The head given are
measured vertically from shower rose
to underside of cistern, the head in the
cistern being sufficient offs t against
pipe losses in an average system, and
within the accuracy required.

LET us take volume first. We ~lave
te ted rose, generally Am~r1can,
which at moderate pres ure
(by
American standards), 25 to 45 lb. q.
in .. will pass six, even ten g~lIons a
minute. This is quite ludicrou and
o tentatious.
A frail person could
drown at his ablultions, and, less
dramatically, about nine tenths of the
water never touches the person, and
The minimum head for mechanical
is wasted.
control (q.v.) may be as little as 2 feet.
The most that anyone needs for an We prefer to aim for 3 feet, and to
adequate shower is 2 g.p.m., properly demand 5 feet. It is a sort of bardistributed, and the least about 1 gaining point when dealing with
g.p.m. The lower figure is meagre, architects.
and not recommended unle there i
For automatic, thermostatic control
special need for economy. One galare more
lon to ] 1 gallon!l i a reasonable (q.v.) the requlirement
stringent.
Thermo
tatic
controllers
target.
This is where the form of delivery are themselves pre ure absorbers, and
come in for the figures given are generally, the better the pressure the
useful oniy if the water i properly better the control. The minimum is
The ma ive higher than for mechanical mixing.
applied by the ro e.
mechanical1y variable merican ro .es Thus, a safe minimum head br a
and their imitators are usually qUite domestic shower i 10 feet, and the
incapable of dealing with small vol- absolute minimum is 8 feet (once
umes. Even the humbler, smaller, again, q.v.). It i no kindne s to give
atomi er ro e or umbrella pray, while way to a client with a paltry 5 feet
it will cope su.ccessfully down to ~ who wants a thermo tatic controller,
g.p.m., wil1 do 0 only if the applied for he may blame you for evermore
water pressure i, by our tandard, if the control is coarse.
Now it is time to consider temperaabove average.

MADE

of strong glass-fibre, the
" Halo" corner-fit shower is
full-size yet needs IiWe space.
In plan-view, the "Halo" is arc
shaped, designed to fit neatl)" into a
corner.
A wrap-round plastic curtain guards against splashing.
The
All fittings are of chrome.
one tap gives easy election and
control of temperature. There is also
a special anti-scald valve.
Priced from £46 IOs. Od., complete
with taps and curtains, the "Halo"
corner-fit shower unit is made by
Reinforced
Plastic
Developments,
Shere, Surrey.
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are two broad ways of doing this:
(a) Mechanically.
(b) Thermostatically.

Arrangement

fig. 1

THE simplest mechanical mixer is a
tee, with a stop valve on each
incoming pipe (Fig. 1), and this arH
rangement is commonly operated by
:>
opening ,the hot valve fully. and the
cold valve sufficiently to regulate the
temperature.
A proper mechanical mixer, for
example to B.S.S. 1415, is in itself
the tee piece, the shut off, and the
proportioner, requiring no non return
valves (Fig. 2) or stop valves. Antiscald valves are mechanical mixers
H
)
with the addition of a device which
shuts off the hot water if the cold
supply fails. Otherwise they :.re not
automatic.
All mechanical mixers have to the ame cistern, or another at the
By thi, the nominal
satisfy certain installation conditions, same level.
and these may be defined as "legal" pIe sures of hot and cold water are
and "service." The first is nominal equalised, but it does not guarantee
and does not guarantee a satisfactory the" service" condition, nam~ly, that
shower. This requires that, ince the they shall remain without fluctuation,
hot water system will be cistern fed, and so give satisfactory ervice.
Fluctuations are almo t alway due
the cold water supply must come from

fig. 2

__

I-.-_~

i

CV

CollE:<~

c

(

to the opening and do ing of other
draw orr points on the ame pipeline,
and the planner should sati fy himself
about the chance of this taking place.
If it can happen, as in a large house,
boarding hou e, offices and the like,
the only satisfactory course is to sup-

Luxurious home heating••• with
THE RYAX WARMHOME SYSTEM
The "Ryax Warmhome" System is a packaged small bore central
heating system consisting of the following components:
Warm home Back Boiler and Flue Brush
Warmhome Firebricks
Four Warmhome Radiators
Twelve complete Warmhome Radiator Bracket
One Ryaland Noxi Circular Pump
One "Ryax Warmhome" neon Control Switch
Warmhome Towel Rail complete with Control Valve.
The boiler is suitable for installation behind any normal tandard 16"
open fire. It has ufficient output for the four radiators and one towel rail.
and in addition will give an ample supply of dome tic hot water. The
cost of installation is approximately £160/170 complete.

Plumbing
Contractors
and
Heating
Engineers
may have full details
of the RYAX WARMHOME SYSTEM On
application to the Sole
Agents for the Republic
of Ireland-

P. DONNELLY and SONS, LTD.
20, Georges Quay, Dublin. Telephone 71101.
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ply the shower by private pipelines
from the cistern (Fig. 3). As a minimum, run a separate cold line, and at
best put in a 5-gallon immersion
heater as well, just for the shower
or for the bathroom (Fig. 4). Drastic?
Not really, if you are a true campaigner against hotch potch and makeshift.

....J

c'

"
I

Alternative
KEEPING in mind that if the heads
available are less than 10 feet
(possibly 8 feet), the mixing device
must be mechanical, there is for the
better pressurised situations a convenient alternative to the reconstructions
outlined above.
This is the thermostatic mixer, an
automatic device whose function, besides mixing, is to iron out the temperature changes resulting from fluctuations in supply. pressures.
In the course of exercising this
function it will do also what the anti-

c

fig. 3

H

fig. 4
o T E: A reasonable
altemative is to connect
point A to the nearest
point on the existing
downcomer, thus avoiding a new downcomer.

,---'-
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~
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fig. 5
H
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fig. 6

®
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scald valve does, i.e., cut one supply
if the other fails. In doing this, it is
assisted by baving a good temperature differential to work it, and it is a
mistake to think that by keeping the
hot water temperature low, ay 120°F.,
one is assi ting; on the contrary.
Except in clearly specified instance ,
thermostatic mixing valves are not flow
controllers, and do not incorporate a
shut off. This function must generally be added, and in one of two way .
Either the flow must be controlled by
a stop-valve on each inlet, no further
stop-valve being u ed (as in common
American practice (Fig. 5).) or there
will be a non return valve' on each
inlet, and a single flow control valve
on the outlet (Fig. 6).
The latter
method is the most popular here. but
it has di advantages which both the
continued overleaf
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Ryox ogenty lor

Dublin lirm
MESSRS. P. Donnelly & Sons
control switch; and a
Warmhome towel rail complete
Limited, 20 Georges Quay, Dubwith control valve.
lin, have been appointed Irish agents
The boiler is uitable for installafor Ryax Heating Limited of Mantion behind any normal Standard 16"
chester.
This appointment will see the in- open fire either of the raised hearth
It ha
troduction of the now well-established or underfloor draught type.
" Ryax-Warmhome" System to the sufficient output for the four radiators
and one towel rail and in addition
trade.
The "Warm home" System is a will give an ample supply o[ domestic
packaged small bore central heating hot water.
ystem consisting of the following
The approximate cost of installacomponents;tion-£17Q-repre ents a low initial
Warm home back boiler and flue outlay.
brush;
Some of the more important point
Warmhome firebricks;
of the system are outlined below.
Four Warmhome radiators;
The system does not alter the
Twelve complete Warmhome rad- appearance of the fire and is easily
iator brackets;
installed.
One Ryaland Noxi circulator
All components are designed to
pump;
ensure easy and speedy installation.
One "Ryax - Warm home " neon
The new Waveline radiators that

from previous page
plumber and the customer ought to
consider.
First is the relatively high re istance to flow of non return valves, 0
that their ule is not recommended
under a new minimum head of IS
feet.
Second, non return valves can,
for a variety of reasons, be somewhat impreci e in their behaviou.r at
times, in a way that is most unlikely
with stop valves. A swing in favour
of inlet stop-valve control is worth
It has another virtue,
encouraging.
that there are ready made and conveniently situated isolating valves for
the purpose of doing maintenance on
the controller.

IT is

Recapitulate

time to recapitulate.
I.-From 2 gallons per minut ,
delivered through a simple (pinhole)
rose of 3" diameter, down to ~ gallon
to 1 gallon through a 1" diameter
rose, provides adequate water for the
purpose of shower bathing. You can
concentrate upon the ro e and forget
the volume, which will take care o[
itself.
2.-Pressure head, for an average
system of pipework, should be measured, not too accurately, from underside of cistern vertically to the hower
rose.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol1/iss4/1
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3.-The target for mInImum head
should be 5 feet, with the option of
relaxing this if a brisk shower is not
an essential requirement.
4.-From the minimum up to 8 to
10 feet, a temperature regulator of the
mechanical type is most satisfactory.
5.-In a proper installation a mechanical controller is equali y satisfactory at the higher pre ures, but
from 10 feet (or 8 feet) head, a thermostatic controller may be considered.
6.-Between the minimum ( ce Fig.
5) and about IS feet, a thermo ta tic
controller should have inlet stop valve
flow control, not non return valves.
7.-According to British Waterworks regulations, any mixing device
(with one exception), shall be supplied
with water from a ci tern or cistern .
8.-Satisfactory mechanical con··
troller operation is pas ible only when
the hot and cold water supolies are
free from pressu.re fluctua-tions, and
Thi
are of nominally equal head.
may have to be engineered.
9.-If the hot and cold water suoplies are of unequal head and/or a~e
subject to fluctuation, the solution is
to use a thermo tatic controller.
Nine rules may seem a Jot, but between them they cover the overwhelming proportion of situations
likely to be met, and III their observance is the clue to confident
shower installation.

Fire Did Not
Halt Business

IT was a case of " business as usual"
at the Broadstone works and
offices of Mes rs Hendron Bros.
(Dublin) Limited ~gain thi month,
where a recent outbreak of fire caused
serious damage.
The fire, which was one of the
worst in Dublin [or some time.
destroyed a store and its contents at
the works but a spokesman for the
company told the '-Contractor': "The
outbreak has not seriou Iy affected
bu iness and we have been able to
carry on without much interru.ption."
Three fire brigade units fought the
blaze for an hour and a half before
getting it under control.
At the height o[ the blaze people
living in nearby hou es had to be
evacuated.
largely ccntribute to the success of
the system are wafer thin and elegant.
The specially designed damper permits maximum control of the boiler.

MESSRS. J. J. Donaldson of 33/35
Capel Street, Dublin, have announced the introduction of the
" Cascade" ba,jh shower.
The "Cascade" needs only three
screws giving a strong attachment.
The unit is manufactured in London
by John ydney Ltd.
Retail prices: Standard model, 75/-,
and De Luxe hower, 84/-.
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automatic temperature control • ••

IN

Air conditioning

the strictest sense the term air automatically controlled. In this case
conditioning covers the treatment the fresh air and recirculated air damof air by heating, cooling or humidi- pers are motorised and operated in seThe term, however, has quence with the control valve on the
fication.
come to be u ed loosely to cover all heater battery-this being known as a
two-stage control system.
forms of installation which use air a
a heating medium and it is in this
The same
simpler form that it is most common.
On first sight a modern air conmethod of heating the air can
ditioning plant seems a mo t complex
be by steam, hot water or elecinstallation, and in its final sense it is tricity, but the basic control scheme
complex, but when broken down it remains the same.
can be seen that it really is a number
At thi stage variation in control
of eparate plants each performing a can be introduced, such as Winter
function either individually or in con- shift, which allows space temperatv.;e
It is to be raised as outside temperature
ju.nction with other functions.
with this approach that any control falls.
An exhaust damper to be
scheme should be visuali ed 0 that opened when the recirculated air
with a number of ba ic control the damper is cIo ed is another variation,
more complex whole is built up to but note that these are only variations
suit the requirements of the complete and the basic control remains the
plant.
same.
The basic warm air plant would be
Having provided heating in Winter
generally as fig. l-fre h air is pulled we can further provide humiditythrough a heater battery by a fan and this being the addition or removal of
thi air is di charged into the pace moi tu re to the treated air and is parto be heated. The simplest form of ticularly necessary in some industrial
control is shown-a space temperature applications. This control is generally
detector in the room controlling the effected in three ways.
input of heat to the heater battery.
• A humidifier of the free team
If an extract sy tem is u ed then the
type is fitted before the heater, it
pace detector could be replaced by
being under the control of a
a duct thermostat in the extract
humidistat in the heated space.
where a better average temperature
• A separate heater battery warms
wilI be obtained.
the incoming air, which is then
It can be seen that if the spac~ or
subjected to an air wa her giving
duct thermo tat i atisfied for a long
almo t 100% relative humidity.
period then the heater battery become
At this stage it i controlled by a
cold and fresh air i brou,ght in at
dewpoint thermostat to a temtemperatures below that of the pace
perature which, when the air is
temperature, creating a cold draugill.
reheated in a second stage battery,
To prevent this a Iow limit thermostat
gives discharge air at correct
in the discharge duct i arranged to
(See
temperature and hu.rnidity.
either open the control valve on the
fig. 2).
heater battery or provide an increa .ed
etting on the space detector which • Using two heater batteries as
above the control of the preheater
will have a similar effect.
battery is by a humidi tat in the
To continually heat fresh air can
pace or extract duct from the
be uneconomic where it is po sible to
space.
u e air brought back from the heated
The only further treatment we can
The recirculated ai.r can ~e
pace.
mixed with the fresh air mtake 10 give the air is to cool it for mild
This i
predetermined quanti tie through et weather and Summer use.
done by using a cooling battery which
dampers, or alternatively it can be

THE

controls

By
R. E. AYERS,
M.A.S.E.E.
can be fed direct with liquid refrigerant or with chilled water.
Alternatively where an air washer is used the
coolmg can be applied to the washer.
Since it is not normally the practice
to cool and heat at the same time, any
control system mu t provide sequencing for these two functions and it is
generally accepted that a " dead zone"
of temperature be provided between
the two functions to prevent hunting
at the change-over point.

Brought
together
THUS all the various functions can
now be brought together into a
scheme such as fig. 3, which shows a
three-stage air washer system with
constant dewpoint control.
This appears complicated but further study will show how it separates
into the functions already described
Let us examine this control
above.
scheme more closely.
Ventilation: The dewpoint detector
through it control box- ooerates the
control valve on the prehe~ter batt~ry
and in sequence the fresh air and
recirculated air dampers.
The air
thu heated pas es thr~ugh the washer,
become saturated, and then is available for the next stage.
Heating: The saturated aifis passed
acros the reheater battery, where its
temperature i rai ed and the humidity
decreased, thi section being controlled from a pace detector or a
duct detector in the extract duct.
Cooling: Here chilled water is added
The control
to the washing water.
box provides a dead zone between the
comptetion {)f the venlilating tage
and the commencement of the cooling
stage.
Within the space of this article it i
see page twenty-seven for
illustrations and continuation
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SELL
FIRE
HAZARDS
ELECTRIC
WATER HEATING
this Summer
You have plenty of support when you suggest ELECTRIC
water beating to your customers. A large scale advertising campaign is helping to convince the public that electric water heating is the best, and a full range of waterheating appliances enables you to provide the ideal
sv':tem for every home.
Now is the time when housewives hate to think of
having to light fires to provide bot water, so just suggest
ELECTRIC water heating and you've a sale in your
hands.

Electric
water heating

•
IS

handier

BLOWLAMPS.-Many a roof has
taken fire through accidental or careless blowlamp flame impingement on
dry timbers. Forethought for possible
fire hazard involved would have
shown the wisdom and need to have
"first aid" fire-fighNng equipment on
hand before taking the blowlamp into
the roof space-anti costly fire damage
might have been prevented.
Downstairs tot) the blowlamp ,. fire
bug" needs careful watch. Draped
curtains. furniture, and skirtings all
fall easy prey to the hungry flame
placed inadverteni~y close whilst attention is rivetted on the job in hand.
PETROL BLOWLAMPS have their
devotees but the flammability of the
spirit makes them potentially more
dangerous than the much lower f1ashpoinC paraffins.
PARAFFIN BLOWLAMPS, though
perhaps safer, still leave much to be
desired to reduce their fir~ hazard
propensities. Have yOU, for example,
some time run out of methylated spirit
to pre-heat the paraffin blowlampand you mUes from anywhere? Have
you then, in frustration, tried i'O preheat with some lower calorific valued
paraffin and impatiently pumped the
lamp to get it going? (Did the Fire
Brigade arrive in gOOd time to save
the property or were you lucky and
the gusher of ignited paraffin onl)
shoot s!x feet over a concrete floor?)
BUTANE GAS BLOWLAMPS
offer many practical and economic
advantages. Not least of these, the
ease with which the flame can be lit,
extinguished, and re-lit as required.
For this reason this newer kind of
blowlamp offers practical, almost
automatic, contribution to the lessening of fire haz:uds of this kind.
ACETYLENE GAS is profitably
used by the modern plumber for so
many up to date techniques such as
lead burnin&, bronze welding of
copper tubes and the fusion welding
conTinued page twenty-eight
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AIR CONDITIONING
CONTROLS
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of Limerick have
invited tenders for the construction of a sewage pumping station 10
house 5 No. pumps (not in this contract; 531 lineal feet of 16" c.T. rising
main; 880 lineal feet of falling main
of various diameters to connect with
new sewer in Mulgrave Street in accordance with the plans, specification,
bill of quantities, etc., prepared by the
City Engineer, Mr. C. Stenson, B.E.,
M.I.C.E.I., which may be obtained
from the City Engineer' Office, Arus
Na Cathrach, Limerick, on payment
of a deposit of £10, which will be refunded on receipt of a bona fide tender.
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Single stage control: warm air heating system (fig· J).
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Tenders in sealed envelopes, and
endorsed "Galvone PumD -Station,"
hould reach Mr. T. P. Ma;Diarmada,
City Manager and Town Clerk, not
later than 4 p.m. on Monday, July 24.
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not po sible to examine all the variations that can be applied to the basic
Each variation arise beschemes.
cause certain condition are requ.ired
and to this end each air conditioning
plant must be reviewed individually.
It can only be repeated that temperature control manufacturers are always
willing to advise on any aspects of
their controls.

PUMPING STATION
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Single stage constant dewpoint air conditioning system (fig· 2).

Extended
OFFALY County Council has announced that the dat~ for receipt
of tenders in re pect of the Rhode
Water Supply Scheme ( on tractor,
last month) has been extended to
July 25.
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Pamphlet

new, informative pamphlet on the
efficient adjustment of domestic
oil burner installations has recently
been published by Shandon Scientific
Company Ltd., who supply the
Bacharach Fyrite Kit and combustion
te ting.
The pamphlet, entitled "How to
adjust dome tic oil burner for maximum efficiency," is available, free, to
all in taller from the company's
offices, 6 Cromwell Place, London,
S.W.7.
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Three stage constant dewpoint air conditioning system, with dead
zone (fig. 3).
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during the process of cylinder recharging, it is the dissolved acetylene which
is safely compressed and not acetylene
gas.
The need to observe supplier's
recommendation: "Always store and
use Dissolved Acetylene cyclinders in
the upright position," will now be
clear.. Cylinders used whil t laid
down may discharge gas-laden acetone
along the hoses to the blowpipe.
Serious flame fluctuations will take
place and this provides an added fire
risk. It is even more daDl~erous if
the acetone should light back to the
cylinder.
When using dissolved acetylene:
l.-eheck for gas tightness of all
joints. Acetylene leakage advertises
itself by its strong smell but the leak-

from page twenty-six
of mild steel tubes.
All will know
just how highly flammable this gas
really is.
Acetylene in gas form is instable
when compressed. It is liable to explode without warninJ:. Gas as used
by the plumber is stored in cylinders
painted a distinctive colour. Within
these cyclinders is a porous mass of
cellular material. This is to divide the
cylinder space into a myriad of tiny
cells so that in the event of the bottle
taking fire, the fire-spread will be
restricted by' progressive movement
from cell to cell rather thlln becoming
one vast uncontrollable combustion,
The cells are filled with a liquid
called Acetone. This liquid dissolves
acetylene ~as and when it does so

cable insulation could cause an electric
arc to strike across to the metal
cylinders.
If this persisted thoe
cylinders would overheat locally and
possibly weaken at that point. An
acetylene cylinder could take fire from
the same cause.
4.-Use hoses of sufficient length to
allow cylinders to be well away from
sparks or fallin!: slag such as arises
from the cutting of mild steel, etc.
5.-Make sure that hoses are
soundly jointed at their couplings.
Damaged or worn hoses should be
cut back to sound hose, or replaced
entirely.

6.-Work in a confined space must
be adequately ventilated. Always post
a "mate" to see that the operative
is safe when working in cramped
age ~ource may be difficult to pin- spaces.
point. Always proceed to locate the
7.-If working above ground, take
leak with a solution ot' soft soap
painted around each joint. Soap steps to have area below securely
bubbles will blow at the site of the cordoned off. Post notice "Danger
-Men working overhead."
leak.
S.-Always look around and remove
2.-Do NOT use a flame to detect or protect flammable materials before
FORBID smoking in the starting to work with Oxy-Acetylene
leakage.
vicinity of a suspected leak.
equipment.
3.-DO NOT allow electric leads to
9.-Always keep firefighting equipcome close to or make contact wHh ment handy whenever the smallest fire
Oxygen or Acetylene cylinders. Faulty risk suggests itself.

We are pleased to have been associated lor over 25 years
with Plumbing and Central Heating Engineers throughout
the country.
Deliveries Everywhere

'Quasi-Arc' Electrodes And 'British Oxygen' Equipment
Blowpipes & Cutters
Welding Plant
THE MOST OUTSTANDING NAME IN THE
FIELD OF ELECTRIC ARC WELDING

FOR SAFETY, ECONOMY, DEPENDABILITY.
THE MOST POPULAR PRODUCTION A D
MAINTENANCE TOOL IN I DUSTRY.

Why Not Consult Us?

Phone 55471

Industrial Gases (LF.S.) Ltd.
BL U EBEL L

I

.

I N CHI COR E,

DUB L I N
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lntroducting a new reader service to the
CONTRACTOR . .. each
month this column will solve some
of the everyday problems of
the plumbing and heating engineer when
our consultants deal with queries
directed to "Questions
Answered". All queries will
be replied to and the
most interesting published.
We have experienced drainage
troubles through fracture of salt
glazed ware pipes in ground subject to movement by subsidence.
Recommendations which
might
reduce fhese troubles would be appredated.
SALT glazed ware pipes were de-

veloped many years ago to meet
a sudden and increasing demand for
drainage conduits. The material was
easily available and the method of
manufacture simple. A drain pipe of
high corrosion resistance, smooth bore,
easily laid and jointed, the salt glazed
ware pipe erved it purpose very
well indeed.
Apart from the large number of
joints in a salt glazed ware drain
line (the barred lengths being only
2' 0" per pipe), the low mechanical
trength of salt glazed ware is a
disadvantage in certain circumstance ,
particuJarly where ground movement
is likely to be encountered.
Fracture damage 'of S.G.W. drain
lines can be minimised by provision
of adequate support for the drain
line.
Concrete foundation strip of 4"
minimum thickness and 12" wider
than ,the outside diameter of the pipe
barrel used in all cases where the
trench bottom is not firm, will support the drain and protect it against
movement in the vertical plane.
Difference of opinion exi ts as to
whether pipe barrels should lay on
the foundation strip or whether the
sockets should rest on the strip.
To lay S.G.W. pipes with barrel in
full contact with the trip en ure
greater continuity of initial upport.
But this method demands that depressions or .. hand hole " be left in
the foundation to receive the ocket
and to facilitate jointing. A 4" thick
foundation strip can be reduced to
only 2" thickness at every ocket.
Clearly, the effective support of the
foundation is con equently reduced to

a concrete strip of only 2" thickness,
the support value of the strip being
equal only to its weakest value.
To lay S.G.W. pipes with sockets
in contact on a foundation of continuous thickness (4" minimum), the
full support value is utiliz~d throughout. Support for each individual pipe
barrel is easily and effectively provided by carefull hand tamping o(
haunching concrete under each barrel after it ha been laid, jointed,
and tested.
Haunching should be adopted in all
cases to resi t horizontal deflection of
the drain line. The haunching concrete extends from the edges of the
foundation strip to half-way up the
pipe barrels. Even in stable soils
where foundation strips are not
necessary, it is a good plan to use
The damage to S.G.W.
haunching.
pipes by lateral deflection due to
careless back-filling of trenches i
much greater than commonly accepted.
It has long been recommended that
drains liable to suffer mechanical
damage, either from lack of ground
cover, or due to movement in untable grou.nd, hould be of cast iron.
Spun cast iron pipes offer considerably improved resistance to fracture
and in the long lengths obtainable
,the fewer joints needed make for
economy and speed of laying.
Soil corrosion or even the corrosive
nature of the effluent carried by the
drain is a factor worthy of con ideration. One or other of the e may well
suggest that it would be unwise to
use cast iron pipe or, if it was, then
expensive protective treatments may
add to cost.
Pitch Fibre Drain Pipes are light,
obtainable in long lengths (5' 6",
8' 0", and 10' 0") and are quickly and
easily jointed in any weather condition.
The Pitch Fibre pipe has smooth
bore and excellent hydraulic flow
characteristics.
It is made from wood pulp formed
into a cyclinder which i dried and

then impregnated with bitumen. The
pipe material is highly corrosion
resistant.
Furthermore, it ha
a
considerable degree of flexibility.
FlexibiJit)' in a drain line stirs a
It
certain amount of controversy.
will be agreed that the function of a
drain is ,to convey wastes speedily and
completely to a sewer or other approved outfall. A "dip" development in a flexible pipeline destroys
that truth of invert which is so essential 'to the self cleaning and complete emptying requ.irements of a
drain line.
On the other hand, where unstable
soils are to conduct a drain line and
the smallest ground movement i
liable to cause fracture of a brittle
pipe material, one is bound to ask:
"Is it not better to use a flexible
pipeline and risk a possible loss of
self cleansing flow action, rather than
use a rigid, brittle material which will
fracture with dire consequences?"
For economic as well as functional reasons the Pitch Fibre drain
pipe is here to stay.
Detailed information-cost, physical
properties, jointing and laying, etc.on this usefuJ. form of drain pipe is
freely available from the Pitch Fibre
Pipe Association of Great Britain, 27
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
Flexible Jointed Salt Glazed Ware
pipes are now available to meet the
pecial needs of difficult drainage situations.
The pipes are similar in size to the
ordinary S.G.W. pipes but have no
joint key grooves on spigot or socket.
Accu.rate cylindricallity of spigot and
socket is an essential requirement for
uccessful joint of this pipe. Consequently the rejection of nonstandard pipes results in higher production costs and results in flexible
jointed S.G.W. pipes being priced at
about 50 per cent. above normal
rigid jointed pipes.
conlinlled page thirty-one
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WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE
SCHEMES: MINISTER'S SURVEY
SHOWS PROGRESS
pROGRESS in

regard to water
schemes and sanitation was surveyed earlier this month in the Dail
by The Minister for Local Government, Mr. N. T. Blaney, moving the
vote for his Department.
Work was< started in J960/61 on
95 wat,er supply and sewerage schemes
estimated to cost £1,800,000.
The
aggregate value of such schemes in
which loans were sanctioned during
that year was £3,JOO,000, and at April
30 last the gross value of all schemes
at the various stages of planning was
approaching the £1 I million mark.
Controversy had aris'en because of
the aIleged impact on the rates of the
water supply drive. It had been suggested that increases varying from
9/- to J5/- in the £ would fall on the
rates as a result of the carrying out
of a ten-year programme.
There
was no foundation for these forecasts.
The figures of £35 miIlion for the
ten-year water supply and sewerage
programme and of £30 million for
water supplies only were tentative
estimates based on the probable co t
per house of the number of houses
which were likely to be served directly
by a sanitary authority.

Rates impact
However, they substantially represented his aim of securing an expenditure on these programmes of
about £3 million a year for the tenyear programme. Such figures, however, did not constitute a valid basis
for estimating the impact on the rates
in any particular area. Such impact
would vary from area to area according to the valuation, the extent of
the programme and other matters.
In the case of a vital resource such
as water, the community must bear
Tn the
a collective responsibility.
rural areas 84 out of every 100 families had no piped water.
The majority of the e were the
smaIler farmers.
The Minister said that increased
exchequer subsidies were now available for the provision of public sanitary conveniences ranging from 40 to
60 per cent. of annual loan charges
Thirty
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and he hoped that anitary authoritie
would be thus encouraged to furnish
their areas adequately with structures
of good design and appearance.
Mr. Blaney said that he would like
to see some po itive action taken in
the immediate future in regard to the
development of a programme for the
provision of swimming pools and he
had directed sanitary authorities to
undertake without delay a planned
programme for the provision of
swimming facilities in urban areas
where the demands for pioed water
and sewerage facilities - had been
satisfied.

Contr,ibutions
Generous financial assi tance would
~

•

Mr. Neil
T. Blaney

be made available to aoproved swimming pool projects in - form of con~ributions toward any loan charges
~ncurred.. The rate of subsidy, save
m exceptIOnal circumstances would
be 50 per cent. Loan from the Local
Loans Fund would be available and repayable on the instalment system for
periods of up to 30 years.
The same loan facilities and ubsidy arrangements would apply to
capital contributions made by a sanitary authority to a body providing
swimming facilities.

te the

gditoJa.

SMALL BORE HEATING
SIR-I have been following the series
On small bore heafing in the Irish
Plumber and Heating Contractor which
have been written by Mr. Haig and
have found them extremely interesting.
It was with added pleasure that I
noticed in Mr. Haig's concluding article
in your third issue his comments on the
controlling of this type of heating and
especially his description of the mixing
valve controlled from outside temperatures. This valve is, of course, the one
which was developed by the Coal
Utilization Research Council and is
now manufactured by my Company as
our type BMT valve.
.
A number of these have been instal/ed
in this country but we have I"IIn liP
af!ainst one snail in the installation of
this valve and this is in regard to the
motive power necessary to operate the
control. Mr. Hail! refers to this in his
article and rightly says that it is derived
from the pressure differential across the
pump. Tn order to obtain correct control, however, it is very essential that
the index circuit of the system provides
sufficient resistance to give a minimum
of 4 feet head loss across the pump
and thir fact is IInfortunately sometimes overlooked.
Tf yOIl could IIse YOllr columns to

emphasise this fact I am sure it will
help contractors to avoid incorrect
installation.
Supplies of explanatory literature are
available to your readers on request.
R. E. Ayers,
Manager for !reland,
The Rheostatic Co. Ltd.,
Graystoke,
Nashville Road,
!low/h, Co. Dublin

* * *

SIR-We have read your article re
small bore heating, with intere.lt
and should like to point out that in
connection with fastening pipes to
floors or skirting boards many plumbers and heating engineers in the past
have lIsed copper spacing clips, but it
has been pointed out to us that if the
pipes are not firmly fixed there is a
risk of noise transference due to Vibration set up by pumping.
We now manufacture a high/\'
{Inished wall bracket for this class ;f
work, which eliminates the risk of the
above mentioned noise transference.
Bolivar Stamping 10. Ltd.
Crown Works,
Parker Street,
Keighley, England.
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The flexible joint is made by placing
the rubber sleeved ring provided over
the spigot of the special S.G.W. pipe.
The beaded end of the sleeve is arranged to coincide with the pigot end.
The bead is then rolled back one turn
upon its sleeve. In doing so, the
thickness of the bead increases by one
thickness of the sleeve rubber.
The bead i held in this position
whil t the spigot is inserted into the
The spigot is then prised
socket.
home to fuJl socket depth.
During
this action the rolled bead, which
completely filled the joint space between spigot and socket when first
introduced, continues to roll back
upon itself. As it progressivelY rolls
and thickens a water-tight joint is
assured, and the roll form a fulcrum
about which the pipes can pivot or
f1eJd in any direction. Total deflections of up to 5 degree have been
tested severely without igns of leakage.

Newcomer to
Dravo range
• A new industr.ial space heaterthe Model 36-has been introduced
into the Dravo range of heaters marketed by PoweU Duffryn Modulair
Limited
and
manufactured
by
Coventry Radiator and Presswork Co.
Ud.
Wi(h an output of 300,000 Btu's/hr.
the Model 30 will be the "baby"
among Dravo heaters. It is suitable
for heating factory bays of up to
80,000 CII. ft. and a wide range of
buildings.
The Model 30 is available with
either gas or oil firing.
Enquiries direct to Powell Duffryn
Modulair Ltd., Vale Road, CamberJey,
Surrey.

HANRATTY
BROS.,
84, Palmerston Road,
Rathmines, Dublin
'"-

.....

-...

~

COPPER ROOFINCi
SPECIALISTS

THE
NEW
MODEL
30
DRAVO
INDUSTRIAL
SPACE HEATER.

PLUMBINCi
HEATINCi
AND
VENTILATINCi
ENCiINEERS
*

J

Telephone 92355
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seeking hot water boiler
SLIGO County Council have invited
tenders for the supply and installation of one horizontal hot water
boiler (beating output, J ,350,000
B.T.U.) and alterations to the existing
central heating system in the County
Home, Sligo.

house, Sligo, not later tban 4.30 p.m.
on Friday, July 28.
DUBLIN C~un~y. Council have
issued an mVltatlOn for tenders
for tbe supply and installation of a
rapid gravity filtration plant in accordance with details obtainable from
Messrs. N. O'Dwyer, Son & Partners,
Consulting Engineer, 6 Burlington
Road, Dublin, on the payment of a
deposit of £10 10s., returnable on
receipt of a bona fide tender not
withdrawn.
Latest date for the receipt of
tenders in envelope provided is Sept.

Drawings, Specifications and General Conditions of Contract have been
prepared by the Consulting Engineer,
Mr. Jobn A. Deasy, and may be inspected at his office, 16, Aran Quay,
Dublin, or at the offices of The
County Engineer, Courthouse, Sligo.
Copies of true Drawings and 3.
Specification may be obtained from - - - - - - - --.:
The County Engineer, Courthouse,
from page twelve
Sligo, on payment of a deposit of
three guineas, returnable on receipt Nitrogen
gas
N
of a bona fide tender not subsequently Oxygen
gas
o
withdrawn.
Sulphur
non-metal
S
The Form of Tender and Su,mmary
(solid or gas)
of Tender, both completed in ink, Tin
Sn
metal
should be enclosed in a sealed en- Zinc
Zn
metal
velope endorsed "Tender for Heating Installation, County Home," and
this envelope in a sealed cover with
all documents should be I 0 d g e d ~ chemical symbol is the initial
letter of the element's name. If
with the County Secretary, Court-

Elements name

*

*

*

intial letter, this is used togeth~r with
the next, or some other letter in the
For examole carbon and
name.
calcium both begin - with "c."
In
this caSe carbon is known by the
initial" C" and calcium by "Ca."

Sometimes the name of the element
is in LllJtin. For example, lead, copper, and tin have the Latin names
plumbum, cuprum, and stannum, and
their chemical symbols are Pb, Cu,
and Sn, in that order.
. Some elements have only one atom
each molecule, in which case a
molecule would be indicated simply
by the symbol of the element. Others
have two or more atoms in each
molecule, and then the symbol of the
element is followed by a small figure
showing how many atoms are present.
For example, H 2 and O 2 indicate
that one molecule of hydrogen has
two atoms of hydrogen, and one
molecule of oxygen has two atoms of
oxygen.
11\

If a figure is placed in front of a
chemical symbol it indicates how
many molecules are present; thus 2H 2
is read as two molecules of hydrogen.

*

Telephone 908217.

c:1elly

*
*

Plumbing, Heating and Sanitary Engineer

46

Orchardstown Drive, Templeogue,
Co. Dublin
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If you would like further details of any

The only Journal of its kind in Ireland catering
exclusively for all aspects of the Plumbing,
Heating, Ventilation and Insulation trades.
" The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor" is

product or service you read about in

published on the 15th of each month.

The sub-

scription rate is 15/- per annum, post free. If you

the pages of this Journal, complete the

would like us to send it to you by post every
form below. Technical problems should

month, please fill in your name and address and

be addressed to the Editor.

return the subscription form to us.

READERS ENQUIRY SERVICE
AND SUBSCRIPTION FORM
POST TO: IRISH TRADE AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS, CALLAGHAN CHAMBERS,
13/15 DAME STREET, DUBLIN.

TELEPHONE 56466.

Please send me particulars of the following:

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Please send me .. The Irish Plumber and Heating
Contractor" every month until further notice.
Signed
Name of

.
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Address ..................
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RURAL
WATER SUPPLIES
Private Schemes - Group Schemes - Regional Schemes

,I

.... ~~

'., "'''
AQUADARE PUMPS

HYDRODARE
. POLYTHENE PIPING

I

100% Irish design and manufacture.
Manufactured to B.S. 1972/1953 and
Water under pressure at all outlets. Satisfaetion.....L thus approved for all Grant-aided water
...... upplies.
guaranteed.

UNIDARE HARD P.V.C. PIPE
2" - 6" in classes B, C and D
Further details on request
AQUADARE PUMP

IfYDRODARE PIPI G

UNIDARE HARD P.V.C.

Completely manufactured by
ftAOf ......

UN/DARE LIMITED
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